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Here's Some History
•

The Japanese Akita dates back to 500BC when
they migrated from China to Japan. In the 12th
century, dog fighting was popular in Japan. It is
said that Akita's would fight another massive
dog called a Japanese Tosa Inu. Akita's became
hunters, guard dogs, herders, and even
babysitters. They were very loyal dogs, and
sometimes children were left alone with the
family dog when their parents were out working.

History Continued...
•

Akita's were treated like royalty and emperors
owned several at a time. By the eighteenth
century however, political and security matters
became very important in Japan and the
breeding of dogs fell into the background. In the
next two hundred years the Akita almost became
extinct, but by the 1900's the dogs finally
managed to make a comeback.

Hunters
•

The Akita's massive size helped them hunt birds,
ducks, small fur bearing animals, deer, elk,
antelope, monkey, boar, and bear, including the
800 pound Yezo bear.
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How Did the Akita Get Here?
•

It is thought that the Akita first came to America
around World War II, given to soldiers as gifts.
Helen Keller was given a Japanese Akita as a gift
when she visited a school in Japan.

Helen Keller and her Akita

A soldier with his dog

What Are They Good For?
•

Akita's are now used as cattle herders, seeing-eye
dogs, military guard dogs, sled/draft dogs, and
police dogs. But they are most commonly family
pets.
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Akita
•

The Japanese dog got its name from a mountain
cover area in Japan, called Akita. The Akita's
thick coat helps the dog grow and thrive in this
cold and snowy environment.

An Akita Myth
•

Some people say the Akita represents good
health. The people who believe this will send a
small Akita statue to people who are sick or
when a baby is born.

Shadow
•

I decided to pick the Japanese Akita for my
presentation because my family has owned two
Akita's over the past 15 years. Our first dog,
Shadow, weighed 110 pounds and was very
protective. Shadow died when I was around the
age of three, but I do remember hearing stories
about him. One of the stories I do remember is
when we went swimming in the lake and Shadow
would swim in after us because he was so
protective.

Rocko
•

Our second dog, Rocko, we got in June of 2013. This
was the first dog we had that I got to see grow from a
puppy to a 90 pound dog. I have so many memories
with Rocko I don't even know where to start. I guess
my favorite was when we were bringing him home.
He was pretty calm in the car but he had the hiccups
the whole way home. When we got out, Rocko
thought it was the coolest thing ever because he'd
never seen grass before! That day my sister started
practicing piano and he went and hid under all of our
coats because it was too loud!

Where's Rocko?
•

One more quick story about Rocko. When Rocko
was little, he snuck under our parents bed and
we thought we lost him so we started running
around the house thinking he got in the garbage
or something. We went back in our parents room
thinking he got out the back door when we saw
a little tail sticking out from underneath the bed!
Now, Rocko sleeps in front of all our bedroom
doors protecting us as we sleep.

"A What?"
•

One more reason why I picked this dog, is because
they're so sweet. They look like big, mean, grumpy
dogs, but they're really quite calm. Yes, they bark at
the doorbell and chase after squirrels, but what dog
doesn't? When someone says "think of a dog breed"
most people think Labrador, German Shepard, or
Beagle. Not many people think of an Akita, and
that's what I like about them. When someone asks
me what kind of dog I have, and I say an Akita, most
people's reactions are, "A what?" I love learning and
I'm happy to teach other people about Akita's too!

My Final Reason
•

My final reason why I picked this breed is the variety...

•

It hunts animals from birds to bears.

•

It live in countries from Japan to America.

•

And it lives with humans with disabilities and with
emperors ruling over countries.

•

The only thing that matches the Akita is it's variety of
it's appearance. From pure white to pure black.

“When I needed a hand, I found your paw.”
–Unknown
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